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MICROCOMPUTER CONTROLLED GEOPHYSICAL WELL 
LOGGING AND EXPRESS-PROCESSING SYSTEM

GY. JOSEPOVITS*, I. PÁKOZDI*, G. SZONGOTH*

The technical system of an up-to-date logger developed in ELGI and the basic principles of its 
operation are discussed. A special program language “KAROLIN” is described and illustrated by 
way of examples. Several logs recorded by the discussed well logging equipment are presented.

1. Introduction

The purpose of computerized loggers with express processing systems is to 
render measurement and data recording simpler and more reliable, moreover to 
furnish comprehensive diagrams on the results of processing to geophysicists and 
geologists.

Loggers are computerized in order to solve one or more of the following 
tasks:

a. Controlling individual logging operations.
In this case the complex well logging station is built up of several independent 
microprocessor controlled instruments. Each of them directs a single kind of 
measurement, e.g. current regulation for focused resistivity log calibration of 
spectral nuclear measurements and energy-stabilization of spectra, recogni
tion of phase skips and introduction of corrections in sonic logging.

b. Controlling the integrated measuring procedure.
Maintaining data transfer to surface units, to the depth recording system, and 
output peripherals (display, camera, magnetic tape stores, etc).

c. Preprocessing of logs. Correlation of logs according to common depth refer
ences, calibrations, corrections and simple calculations simultaneously to 
logging.

The logger developed by ELGI has essentially solved tasks b and c, the com
plete automatic operation of the surface units, however, has not yet been rea
lized.
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2. Construction and operation of the system

The block-diagram of the logging and express processing system is shown in 
Fig. 1. The system consists of the microcomputer and the attached peripherals. 
Having become familiar with the tasks and mutual relationships of the indicated 
units, we shall obtain a comprehensive idea of its operation, too.

Information of various downhole devices is sampled versus depth or time. 
Movement of the device is sensed by the depth recorder through an optical trans
ducer attached to the measuring sheave. This unit stores depth data, visualizes 
the actual depth and speed for the cable guide; controls film transport in the 
camera and transmits periodically the depth values into the microcomputer. 
Depth values are corrected with the aid of magnetic markers written on the 
armoured cable. Automatic writing and reading of markers on the cable is exe
cuted by the surface unit, corrections for the depth values are introduced how
ever, by the microcomputer. For measurements against time it is essential to have 
a timing peripheral that can be started, stopped and read by the microcomputer.

Fig. I. Block-diagram of the logger system
I sonde; 2 winch, measuring sheave; 3 surface panels; 4 microcomputer; 5 

optical transducer and depth recorder; 6 timer; 7 camera; 8 display; 9 keyboard;
10 printer; 1 1 magnetic cassette tape store 

I. ábra. A karotázs állomás felépítésének blokkvázlata 
1 - szonda; 2 csörlő, mérőkerék ; 3 felszíni egység: 4 mikrogép; 5 — optikai átalakító 

és mélységmérő; 6 időmérő; 7 fotoregisztráló; 8 -  képernyő; 9 billentyűzet; 10
nyomtató; 11 kazettás tároló 

Рис. I. Блок-схема строения каротажной станции.
I — зон 1: 2 — лебедка, измерительный диск; 3 — установка на поверхности; 4 — 

микро-ЭВМ ; 5 — оптический преобразователь и счетчик глубины; 6 — таймер; 7 — 
фоторегистратор; 8 — зкран; 9 — клавиатура; 10 — печатающее устройство; 11 —

кассетная память.

The surface units supply power for the downhole tools and transmit their 
output signals to the analog-digital converter. Nine logs at most can be recorded 
simultaneously in digital form. Logs furnished by various sondes are related to a 
common depth point by the microcomputer regardless of whether they were 
measured in one or several runs. Two magnetic tape stores are used for correlat-
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ing logs recorded in different runs. One of them provides data of logs recorded in 
previous runs, the other records them simultaneously together with data being 
measured and calculated in the present run.

The camera and the CRT display visualize measured and calculated logs 
arranged according to depth. Nine galvanometers of the camera perform record
ing in two bands of the film corresponding to API standards. Scaling according 
to amplitude can be divided linearly and logarithmically. The film is highlighted 
by applying depth numbers and grid. Logging rate is indicated by a time marker 
on the film. The CRT display permits one to visualize the last 25 m long sections 
of four logs at most. The newly recorded or calculated points of the diagrams 
enter synchronously with sonde movement at the top of the screen and after the 
cable moves a distance of 25 m they leave the screen at its bottom. Thus the oper
ator is able to have a comprehensive view of strata penetrated by the borehole 
even before the film is developed. Interactive interference is also possible in the 
course of interpretation with the aid of a movable light-point (cursor) to be 
shifted over the screen.

The commands for logging and processing can be entered in the form of dia
logue using a keyboard. This dialogue can be recorded on magnetic tape or 
burnt in a ROM resulting in a significant shortening of specification at actual 
logging.

It is planned to document subsequent measurement and processing with the 
aid of a printer.

Instead of listing technical data of the type K - -20 well logging station in 
detail, brief information of nuclear logging should be given here to provide the 
reader with a notion of possibilities hidden in digital measurement techniques.

Pulses of sondes working in detector or spectral modes are handled by the 
equipment in the same way as regards the techniques of measurement. The 
equipment contains no ratemeters, the 128 channel pulse height analysis is 
always performed. Four energy widows of the spectrum can be selected at the 
operator’s discretion for recording a log versus depth. Statistical scattering of 
nuclear measurements is reduced by digital filtering which provides symmetrical 
character for the beds and better resolution compared with the use of ratemeters. 
The filter function is available as a subprogram stored in advance in the Read 
Only Memory, its operation can be actuated by a single command.

The whole spectrum can be visualized on the display and recorded on the 
cassette-type magnetic tape together with diagrams defined by the energy win
dows.

3. The algorithm of express-interpretation
The operation of the microcomputer controlled logging and express pro

cessing system involves the cyclical performance of the following activities:
— performing the measurement at the /i-th depth point,
— reading in from cassette data belonging to the n-th depth point but 

stemming from earlier measurements,
— processing data belonging to the n-th depth point,
— writing out data belonging to the n-th depth point.
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In the course of operation these activités are performed for each sampling 
point in the above indicated succession. Thus, the system may contain simul
taneously the values of all measured and processed logs that belong to a given 
depth point.

In the course of processing the following tasks can be solved: filtering of 
logs; comparing the values of two or more logs; introducing corrections into any 
of the logs according to a function or eventually against the values of another 
log; classifying the formal characteristics of logs; determining rock physical 
parameters from one or more logs. All these algorithms are characterized by 
their common feature of being performed simultaneously with the measurement 
and of requiring a rather limited environment of the measured point.

Processing can be imagined as a “window” sliding slowly— according to the 
rate of logging—over borehole data with only the data in the window being 
known.

A special program language for formulating the algorithm of express-inter
pretation has been developed in ELGI. This was necessary for adapting the 
algorithm of interpretation or part of it to the ad hoc requirements and the pro
grams to the actual tasks.

A fundamental characteristic of this program language (KAROLIN) is sim
plicity in operation, since neither the operator conducting logging nor the geo
physicist working at headquarters is in general a specialist in computation 
techniques.

It can be observed that programs, e.g. in FORTRAN, compiled for process
ing of well logs contain in 75—80% of their volumes formulae describing not the 
geophysical idea itself, but other instructions and commands indifferent to geo
physics but indispensable in FORTRAN programming: declarations, attribution 
of initial values, cycle organization, data output/input commands, control 
transfers, etc.

In the program language KAROLIN [Pákozdi 1980] the instructions and 
commands have been implemented in such a way as to meet the special require
ments of log processing. The geophysicist who writes the program should concern 
himself solely with the description of the relationship fundamental for geophysical 
interpretation. Programming of geophysical relationships has been significantly 
facilitated by making the logs as “log-type variables” directly accessible to any 
instruction : for instance, the subtraction of two depth corrected logs can be 
prescribed by the expression S3 —S I— S2.

4. Computer aided interpretation

There are three possibilities for data processing:
-  simultaneously to measurement (using actual data and those of former 

runs),
after completing the measurements, but still at the well site,

— in a computing centre.
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Each stage of processing has its peculiar scope of tasks superposed in stacks.
Operations to be performed simultaneously to measurement:
— correction of reference points (e.g. in electric measurements using the 

Gulf-Coast sonde the following four parameters are simultaneously 
recorded: R40, R 160, Rgr, PS, with the following deviations in reference 
points : 0, — 20, 40, 0 cm),

— conversion into physical units on the basis of calibration (e.g. °C for tem
perature measurements),

— dead time corrections,
— pulse number corrections using field calibrator data,
— various corrections according to drilling parameters (e.g. mud density, 

casing) or previously recorded logs (e.g. borehole diameter, mud resisti
vity, borehole temperature),

— computations on the basis of algorithms and master curves (e.g. density 
calculation, spectrum stripping),

— scaling according to the requirements of various presentations (e.g. 
logarithmic plots of electric measurements).

As a result of all these operations continuously corrected logs are obtained, 
arranged side by side according to depth (e.g. true resistivity, density, porosity). 
In addition, there is a possibility to reveal boundaries of raw material deposits 
(e.g. coal, bauxite, ores) from given criteria. Such marking can be made on a 
numeric display or on printer, and a special boundary diagram can be recorded 
on cassette and visualized on the camera ( Fig. 2).

The second stage of processing follows the completion of measurements. 
This stage leads to an approximate determination of quality parameters (e.g. ash 
content, A120 3%) within the pay intervals marked off previously. Laboratory 
analysis results of cores and local geological conditions have to be known for the 
calculation of quality parameters. Of course, only relatively simple tasks (with 
reduced memory and time) can be performed in the field.

Resultant logs obtained in the first two stages of field interpretation are 
visualized on the camera and recorded on magnetic tape for further processing. 
All logs can be plotted in arbitrarily composed groups and to any scale (e.g. den
sity, porosity, magnetic susceptibility, true resistivity, per cent values of K, U and 
Thj borehole volume). There is also a facility to plot the most characteristic logs 
side by side in a scale of 1:500 or 1:1000 in order to have a comprehensive view 
of the complete hole.

For the third stage of processing, in a computing centre data are entered with 
the aid of a data input interface or magnetic tape converter.

At the present phase of development a so called preprocessing program 
package has been compiled containing the following programs:

— calculation of true resistivity from three-electrode focused resistivity with 
corrections for borehole diameter and mud resistivity,

— calculation of the intensity of natural gamma radiation taking into consi
deration borehole data (borehole diameter, mud density, thickness of 
casing, dry hole, etc.),
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Fig. 2. Logging in a coal exploration hole
A coal seams, determined automatically; DH caliper log; DN nominal borehole 

diameter; q density log; Фч. neutron porosity log; GR gamma ray log; R, true
resistivity log

1 coal; 2 carbonaceous clay; 3 sand: 4 sandstone; 5 aleurite; 6 rhyolite tuff

2. ábra. Kőszénkutató fúrásban végzett karotázs mérés 
A kőszenes réteg automatikus kijelölése; DH - lyukbőség; DN névleges lyukátmérő; у 

sűrűség; <PS neutronporozitás; GR természetes gamma; R, valódi ellenállás 
1 szén; 2 szenes agyag; 3 homok; 4 homokkő; 5 aleurit; 6 riolit tufa

Puc. 2. Каротажные измерения в скважине на уголь.
А -  автоматическое выделение угольного пласта; О И -  диаметр скважины; DN -  

номинальный диаметр скважины; q — плотность; Ф \ — нейтронная пористость; GR — 
инстенсивность естественного гамма-излучения; R, — истинное сопротивление.

I -  уголь, 2 — углистые глины, 3 — пески, 4 — песчаники, 5 -  алевролиты, 6 —
риолитовые гуфы.
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density calculation from gamma-gamma measurement taking into 
account borehole data, 
calculation of sonic velocity log,
calculation of porosity from neutron-neutron measurement with correc
tion for borehole diameter,
calculation of resistivity from induction measurement, 
calibration and scaling of borehole diameter,
calculation of percentage K, U and Th concent from energy-selective 
natural gamma measurement (by the method of stripping) taking into 
account borehole data.

Of the programs we present first an algorithm to correct the gamma ray log 
and the program written in KAROLIN language:

GR = NTC
N,
N'„ к

-10" 74 j (DH-Ds)Qm 
' ( ( I D - D s)Qm + 23.9clc

no casing 
with casing

GR calculated intensity of natural gamma radia

symbols 
in program 

language

tion [C/kgs] S6
Nro measured count number [cpm] S4
N„. N), counts measured by the field calibrator during

calibration and measurement respectively 
[cpm] К 4. К 5

к sonde sensitivity [cpm/C/kgs] КЗ
DM measured borehole diameter [mm] S2
Ds sonde diameter [mm] k l
Qm mud density [103 kg/m3] k2
1DC inner diameter of casing [mm] R7
dc casing thickness [mm] кб

actual depth M
casing shoe depth к  10
fiúid level depth k l 1

Borehole data needed in calculations are written in the corresponding 
memory sections prior to measurement, caliper data are recorded on magnetic 
tape and played back simultaneously to measurement. In the course of its work 
the program automatically changes over at the casing shoe or mud-air boundary 
to the corresponding algorithm and performs subsequent calculations with it.
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Computer program in KAROLIN language (multiplication marked by *):

K12: K4/(K5*K3) 
K18: (K 7-K 1)
K13: К18ДК8 —Kl) 
K14: 3.27-K13 
K19: K14*K18 
K15: K19*K2/2.27 
K16: 23.9*K6 
K17: K 8 -K 7  + K16 
K20: 101774E —6 
IND
K22: (S2 — K1)*K2 
K27: M>K11

no casing, with mud

K22: K22*K27 
K25: K10>M

no casing, dry hole

IF(K25)
K22: K17*K15 
K26: K11>M

with casing, with mud

IF(K26)
K22: K17
EF
EF
K28: K20IK22 
K29: K28*K12*60

with casing, dry hole

S6: F1(S4)*K29 
END

calculated gamma ray

K17 through K29 are working variables, S-s are measured or calculated logs, 
F1(S) is a special filter function to smooth radioactive logs. Between IND and 
END the calculations are performed in each cycle, between IF and EF in such in
stances only when the value of the logical variable belonging to IF is 1.

Our second example illustrates the interpretation of a three-electrode 
focused resistivity log (LL3) where borehole diameter and mud resistivity are 
taken into account. The algorithm is as follows:
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symbols 
in program

where R, calculated true resistivity [iim]
language 

S5, S6
V measured voltage [V] S3
I measured current [mA] S4
DH measured borehole diameter [mm] SI
Rm measured mud resistivity [ftm] S2
SK scale factor Kl

Program in KAROLIN language:
K l: 50 
IND
K2: (S3/S4)*K2*1.88 
КЗ: S 1/42.5 
K4: LG(K3)*SI 
K5: 3400/S1 
K6: LG(K5)
S5: (K2 —K4)K6 R,
K7: LG(S5)*315
S6: K 7-94.5 lgR,
END

To illustrate the measurement a log recorded in a coal exploration hole with 
the microcomputer controlled equipment is shown in Fig. 2. Simultaneously to 
density calculation the boundaries of the coal beds are marked off on a galvano
meter on the basis of a density criterion defined in advance:

g < 1.8 X 103 kg/m3.

Our second example shows the spectral investigation of natural gamma 
radiation in a bauxite exploration hole (Fig. 3 )■ The percentage ratio of K, U 
and Th is calculated by the method of stripping from count numbers measured 
in the K, U and Th windows. It can readily be seen on the U curve that the 
radioactivity of clay underlying the bauxite (/) is due to enriched uranium rather 
than to thorium as in the bauxite bed.

5. Conclusions

Development of the KD—20 well logging station has been carried out 
within the framework of a CMEA agreement for international scientific coope
ration. Apart from a great number of test measurements in Hungary a successful 
international approbation was held in Hungary in 1980 and demonstrations fol
lowed abroad: Czechoslovakia, 1980 for ore; Soviet Union, 1981 for coal; Bul
garia, 1982, for uranium.
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Fig. 3. Spectral investigation of natural gamma radiation in a bauxite exploration hole 
I bauxite; 2 carbonaceous clay; 3 dolomite; 4 marl

3. úbra. A természetes gamma-sugárzás spektrális vizsgálata bauxitkutató fúrásban 
I bauxit; 2 szenes agyag; 3 dolomit; 4 márga

Puc. 3. Спектральное изучение естественною гамма-излучения в скважине на бокситы.
I — бокситы. 2 — углистые глины, 3 — доломиты. 4 — мергели

KI-.H-.RhNC I S

P á k o z d i , I. 1 9 8 0 :  Dedicated computer language for a special purpose microcomputer system. Pro
ceedings of MIMI ' 8 0  Conference, Hudapest, 1 9 8 0 .  Sept. 9  I I ,  pp. 9 3  9 7 .
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J O S L P O V I T S  G Y U L A .  I’Á K O Z D I  I M  R L ,  S / O N G O T H  G Á B O R

MIKROSZÁMÍTÓGÉPPEL VEZÉRELT MÉLYFÚRÁSI GEOFIZIKAI 
MÉRŐ- ÉS GYORSKIÉRTÉKELŐ RENDSZER

A tanulmányban a szerzők ismertetik az LLGI-ben kilejlesztett korszerű mélyíúrásgeofizikai 
eszköz rendszertechnikai felépítését, működésének alapelvét. Ismertetik és példákon keresztül be
mutatják a speciális KAROLIN programnyelvet. Bemutatnak néhány szelvényt, amelyeket az is
mertetett karotázs berendezéssel készítettek.

Д .  Й О З Е П О В И Ч ,  И . П А К О З Д Ы ,  Г . С О Н Г О Т

KOM 11ЬК ЛИЗИ РОВЛН H А Я СИСТЕМА ДЛЯ ИЗМЕРЕНИЯ И 
ЭКСПРЕСС-ОБРАБОТКИ КАРОТАЖНЫХ ДАННЫХ

В работе изложены техническая система разработанной в ЭЛГИ современной каро
тажной аппаратуры, принципы ее работы. Дается описание специального программного 
языка «КАРОЛИ Н », который иллюстрируется на примерах. Приводятся некоторые диа
граммы, которые были изготовлены при помощи указанной каротажной аппаратуры.
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Press Release

NEW ASSOCIATION OF SCIENCE EDITORS

A new association of science editors was founded on 14 May.
The European Association of Science Editors, EASE, is the result 
of a merger at their conference in Pau, France, between the former 
European Life Science Editors’ Association (ELSE) and  the European 
Association of Earth Science Editors (EDITERRA).

Besides continuing publication of Earth & Life Science Editing 
every four months, the new association will expand its programme 
of regular conferences and workshops. The next workshop will 
be held in York on 4-5 November 1982; it is hoped to  have a 
further workshop in 1983; and there will be a joint conference 
with the Council of Biology Editors at Trinity College,
Cambridge, in September 1984. Membership is open to  all editors 
and those working in the dissemination of scientific knowledge.

The first President of EASE is Dr Stephen Lock, Editor,
British Medical Journal, and the Vice-President Professor 
Paul Fogelberg, of the University of Helsinki, who is editor o f Boreas. 
Further information may be obtained from the Secr^tary/Treasurer, 
Miss Nancy Morris, PO Box 33, Famham, Surrey, G U 10 3JX,
UK (Tel.: 0252 723945).

Készült a Prospektagent Gmk. gondozásában, 
Szedte a Nyomdaipari Fényszedő Üzem 829225/9
Budapesti Fényszöv 82-549


